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Matching drug to patient
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Lung cancer is the leading killer of all cancers worldwide. The outcome depends heavily on when the
disease is diagnosed. But therapeutic strategies are also key, and those currently available are only
making modest inroads into mortality rates. The EU-funded project WINTHER set out to improve
methods for predicting the efficacy of drugs in cancer patients in a ground-breaking new approach to
targeted therapies.
Today, cancer-targeted therapies are primarily aimed at tackling detected oncogenic mutations or
other DNA aberrations. However, only 40% of patients benefit from this approach, because targetable
DNA anomaly cannot be detected in all cases.
Within the WINTHER [2]project, an international team of researchers coordinated by Jean-Charles
Soria of the Gustave Roussy Institute in France complemented the traditional DNA-based approach
with RNA-based investigation, effectively enabling personalised therapy for those patients with any
kind of advanced solid malignant tumour that does not display any targetable DNA anomaly.

To this effect, WINTHER introduced – and this was a first in a clinical trial – the concept of dual
biopsies from the tumour and the normal tissue with which it had been matched to see how
messenger RNA (mRNA) is expressed differently in the two. The assumption made was that drugs
targeting those tumour genes which showed the greatest difference compared with the normal tissue
would be most effective.
Filtering out genetic background noise
“When a tumour biopsy is investigated by measuring levels of mRNA, it is not possible to distinguish
between the ‘genetic background noise’ and the useful information related to tumour-intrinsic
abnormalities. Thanks to the dual biopsy, WINTHER was able to filter out this background noise,” says
Gustave Roussy’s Vladimir Lazar, scientific coordinator of WINTHER and a founder of the WIN
Consortium [3], in which WINTHER is embedded.
“The WIN Consortium, a joint project of the Gustave Roussy Institute and the MD Anderson Cancer
Center in the USA, brings together 40 members from across the globe, aiming to achieve together
what no institution can achieve alone: significantly improving patient survival rates,” Alexander
Eggermont, General Director of Gustave Roussy and Vice Chair of the WIN Consortium, explains.
“We are grateful for the visionary support of EU for WINTHER,” adds WIN Chairman John Mendelsohn
of MD Anderson Cancer Center and part of the WINTHER coordination team.
Although the trial is still on going, it already suggests that this mRNA-based strategy is in no way
inferior to the standard DNA-based approach when it comes to performance. However, WINTHER –
just like other monotherapeutic approaches in which only a single therapy is used – provides only
modest benefit for patients overall.
Triple threat against cancer
Based on these observations and lessons learnt from WINTHER, the consortium created a Simplified
Interventional Mapping System (SIMS) algorithm as a tool to promote the integration of both DNA and
RNA information to inform therapeutic decisions and use of combinations of targeted therapies.
The SIMS method, recently presented in a paper in science journal Oncotarget [4], merges molecular
information with knowledge about the impact of drugs on the hallmarks of cancer. SIMS describes 183
key genes grouped into 24 interventional nodes that targeted drugs can act on. The method
integrates thousands of DNA and RNA measurements of dual biopsies into a simple 1 to 10 scoring
system, ranking affected interventional nodes and determining the best triple-therapy combination(s)
of drugs for each patient.
“Following the historical success of tri-therapy for AIDS, the WIN Consortium intends to investigate
and validate SIMS for assigning targeted tri-therapy for metastatic non-small cell lung cancer [NSCLC]
in the upcoming SPRING [Survival Prolongation by Rationale Innovative Genomics] trial. NSCLC
accounts for 21% of all cancer deaths, and less than 5% of patients are alive after 5 years. A
combination of drugs is the logical evolution of today’s efforts in drug discovery,” Lazar explains,
stressing that this is a win-win solution for all – patients, researchers and industry. The SPRING trial
concept and design will be presented at the WIN 2015 Symposium [5] from 29 to 30 June in Paris.
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